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Bad Restaurant Role Play

Match the vocabulary  above to the  pictures and then listen to the audio and write the answers to the 
questions below. OR create your own story about a bad restaurant.
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 confusing       available      weird         “run out of”  messy
illegally     spicy    ignoring    “pay a fine”   annoyed     “wheel lock”

loud             “getting lost”          upset     tasteless     crowded    drunk
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1. I heard you went to that new restaurant. Was it easy find? _____________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
2. What was the atmosphere like? _________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
3. How was the service? _________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
4. What did you eat? _____________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
5. Did you have any other problems? ________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________



Hey Levi, I heard you went to that new restaurant. Was it easy to find? 

Ashley! It's quite a story! At first, we couldn’t find the restaurant. The directions were extremely 

confusing! We kept getting lost. 

What? You couldn't find the restaurant? That's crazy. 

Finally! we got there! But there were no spaces available in the carpark. We had to go down the 

street, and park in a driveway 

 Oh no!  That sounds like a nightmare! I'm glad you finally found the place though. So what was the 

atmosphere like? 

 It was very crowded, and there were some very weird people there. Some people were taking 

a really long time, deciding what to  eat. Others were playing on their mobile phones, and totally ignoring the 

waitresses 

Yeah, I know what you mean. I hate going to restaurants that are too crowded and full of people who are just 

looking at their phones. So how was the service? 

I think the waiters and waitresses, were trying to be friendly, but they got quite annoyed. And the music 

was very loud. So people were shouting!  

Hmm... I would have been so frustrated, if I were them! I'm glad I don't have to work in a place like that. So 

what did you eat? 

Well, when we sat down, they said they had nearly run out of food. We only had two choices: soup, and 

broccoli.  

That's ridiculous! I would have been so upset if I were there. 

 Not only that!…the soup was too spicy….and the broccoli was tasteless. The kids said it was disgusting. And 

the dessert, chocolate cake, was really messy. I really think the chef was drunk! 

Wow!  I hope you didn’t have any other problems. 

Well, actually, one more problem. When we got back to our car, there was a wheel lock on the tyre, 

because we parked illegally. 

 No way! 

 Yeah! So we had to pay a fine.  

Sounds like a terrible evening. I'm sorry to hear that. 

 
 


